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Flight Simulator X X Acceleration Expansion Pack is a brand new exciting multiplayer mode races, new action-packed missions, new content and a new expansion pack. New game mode - "Story". In the special "Story" mode, the player has the
opportunity to go on an exciting multiplayer race. The story is presented in the form of 3 thematic missions, each of which is focused on the formation of relationships with any characters (primary school teacher, boyfriend, girlfriend). New
mission "Hobbies". In this mission, the player will have to build and develop his passion for a particular sport. At your disposal will be the following facilities: stadium, bar, gym. ("Sports Bar") The new "Starry Sky" expansion pack expands the
app's capabilities. This expansion pack combines the following game features: In addition to the above updates for the Android versions of the app, there is also an expansion pack that adds a multiplayer card game to the game, allowing players to
participate in big battles. This map will be available for purchase on the Google Play store and will be available on next generation maps starting this month. At the same time, iOS users were officially promised to release an iOS version of the
application, which will add the "Favorite Friends" function.In this case, all iPhone users will be able to download the application from the App Store and add new friends to the game, as well as many other elements. Reviews In October 2014, the
app was awarded Best of the App Awards Android app overview Rate the app yourself and tell your friends about it! Do you play social media games?
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